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Exemplar/96 

Mr. Eure 

AP Language and Composition 

4 April 2011 

Metacognitive Narrative1: What Really Goes on in my Head 

Background info:  

 The exam opened with the rhetorical analysis (FR2) response on January 20, a 

Thursday. Midterm week turned out to be a snowy disaster, and half the days, including the day 

of the AP Language midterm, were snow days. The exam continued on the Monday following 

midterm week, January 31st, with the MC section. School was once again closed on Tuesday and 

Wednesday (Also the days us students realized that our Spring Break was slowly disappearing), 

and the multiple choice kicked up again that Thursday. Sources for the synthesis essay were 

given out the next day, Friday and then on Monday we wrote the synthesis paper (FR1). Finally, 

the general argument (FR3) concluded the strange, elongated practice exam on Tuesday, 

February 8th.  

 

Multiple Choice Section: 

 For one thing, I should've read the little note in italics above where I signed my name 

because it probably would've made me relax. It's quite funny2. 

                                                            

1 I’m adding footnotes to make this bland data analysis/metacognition a semi‐enjoyable read. Yay! ☺ 

2 My favorite one is the general argument one. Like, where would you even get an animal to sacrifice? When I read 
that one I LOLed.   
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• Passage 1: I did not read the directions. And I only read the "note" under it because it had 

words in caps3. I'm not sure if reading the directions would've changed anything but it is 

probably a good idea to do that. They're there for a reason. Anyhow, because I have a terrible 

memory and what I do "remember" is probably a fake memory, I'll base everything on my 

reflections from before and the data Mr. Eure gave us. The two questions that I answered 

incorrectly were the last two questions of the passage. They weren't necessarily hard 

questions which leads me to three conclusions:  

a. I was in a rush to get to the next passage due to time constraints, 

b. The questions get more difficult as the exam progresses, or 

c. I just got them wrong because during that point in time I found these two questions to be 

particularly challenging.  

I don't think it was conclusion b, though, because they don't seem harder and I'd expect some 

sort of pattern throughout all the passages, and there wasn't one. 

I omitted #11 on the scantron but I have the right answer on the test booklet (It is a 

possibility I might've circled it after finishing the exam). Plus, reading through all the 

answers, the right one could only be A. The question is somewhat broad because you can't 

isolate one specific paragraph or line; you need to look at the whole passage and figure out 

what the correct answer is. These broad-type questions are always my weakest, and because 

of this it might've made me a little nervous. Adding that to the limited amount of time, it’s 

clear why I would've skipped it. The next question, #12 is another broad one, but even more 

challenging because it asked me to recall the rhetorical strategies in the passage. I didn't omit 

                                                            

3Every time I see words in caps lock, the little voice in my head starts to yell.  
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it because I had eliminated most of the choices, I just needed to pick between two choices4. I 

see now that an analogical comparison is in the passage (I think it's the one with the hungry 

newsboy, right?) but the appeal to authority is not.  

• Passage 2: One question, is it better to read the footnotes right after reading the footnoted 

word or after finishing either the paragraph or passage? Just a thought. Anyway, this passage 

is challenging to grasp, even more so than the first one. I think it becomes easier to 

understand (for every passage, not only this one) as I begin to answer the questions and am 

made to really think and absorb what is written in the text. Three questions were answered 

incorrectly, 20, 21, and 22. 20 is a mind-boggler because it's in our nature to use the word "it" 

and no one ever questions what "it" is (except in AP language). But with close reading the 

answer is pretty apparent. The passage reads, "It is the grandeur of all truth..." In this case 

"is" would be the key word; it tells me that "it" is equivalent to "all truth." At least I didn't 

cross out that answer, which gives me hope that the next time I'll be able to come up with the 

correct answer. I had no idea what the answer could be for question 21, and the reason why is 

the same as why I got 20 wrong: I didn't read closely. I need to learn how to do this during a 

short length of time if I want my scores to improve. Question 22 is another broad question, 

although it doesn't have to do with the whole passage, just a large chunk of it. The 

intimidating aspect of this question is it uses a lot of big words and there are no direct 

quotations, either. That might be why I was too afraid to answer it. Once you get past the 

fear, the question doesn't seem as hard.  

• Passage 3: This passage was the most straightforward. Its language wasn't too challenging, 

but it might've been the least interesting of the four for me. I'm not really into jazz musicians 
                                                            

4 Even when it’s down to two choices, I always seem to pick the wrong one. It must be my karma.  
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or anything jazz related so that might've affected my level of focus. One of the problems I 

encountered in this section was that the correct answer for question 32 had a word I wasn't 

familiar with. If this happens again (and I'm sure it will), I need to use context clues, roots, 

etc. to develop an idea of the word's meaning. Question 35 and 39 are similar to question 22 

from passage 2. 35 looks intimidating because of its lack of direct quotations and lengthy 

answers. But, I think this could've been figured out with a little logic. I crossed out answers 

A, B, and C, leaving me with two answers. D is correct because, even though I might not see 

the "subtle humor," the nature of the argument is contrived. So if the second part of the 

answer is correct, the first part should be too5.   

• Passage 4: Seven out of eleven questions were answered incorrectly or omitted. Luckily, we 

retook this portion of the multiple choice and I only answered 3 incorrectly, which means 

that I must've been tired or unfocused or a mix of both. This passage tied in closely with the 

actual course and I'm sure we've discussed the deterioration of the English language/prose 

writing in some way. It should've been the easiest for me and the rest of the class. My biggest 

weakness, apparent in this section, might be my inability to concentrate for a lengthy period 

of time. As long as I remember to stay focused, this weakness can easily be eliminated. 

• Multiple choice as a whole: My weaknesses are broad and intimidating questions. Careful 

reading and a little bit more time spent on these questions will improve my chances of 

answering them correctly. I noticed that my strengths lie in answering the questions that 

isolate a specific word or phrase. These questions direct me towards finding the correct 

choice, and I do better when I know exactly what I’m looking for and how to go about 

finding it. 
                                                            

5 Is that syllogism? I know syllogism is if A then B, but can it also be if B then A? 
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• The Passages: The passages picked were actually interesting. Excerpts 2 and 4 were thought-

provoking; they could be potential topics to discuss in class.6 This portion doesn’t really 

allow students to contemplate and engage themselves because pretty much all the questions 

have to do with the technical aspects. It asks what rhetorical devices are in the excerpts but it 

doesn’t, and couldn’t, as why the authors included the devices and how it makes the passages 

effective.  

•  

Rhetorical Analysis:  

  The biggest issue was I mistakenly interpreted "want" as desire, not lack. I realized this 

after reading the exemplar essay that scored an 8. Somehow I managed to reach a score of 5 

despite my misinterpretation. Again, I need to carefully read the directions just in case they 

contain important information. If I noticed then that in the directions the appositive describing 

Hazlitt was "nineteenth-century author," I might've realized that not all words have the same 

meanings as they have now. I love reading classical literature7 and I'm a little disappointed in 

myself for not catching the meaning of the word "want."  

 One thing I remember while writing this essay was that I chose not to worry about the 

time in the hopes that it would be a better strategy than sweating over the time every time the 

clock ticks (I can't really here the clock tick but I swear in my head it does. That’s why I know I 

need to relax while taking tests.) It didn't go too well, surprisingly (irony?). By the time I 

                                                            

6 As a matter of fact, Passage 2 is perfect when discussing 1984. Knowledge is only power when put into action; 
Winston had the knowledge of the corruption of the Inner Party and Big Brother but told no one, and ended up 
being brainwashed. His knowledge made him no less powerful than any other Outer Party member.  

7 Dracula, Wuthering Heights, Pride & Prejudice, etc. Basically any work of literature published before the 
twentieth century I consider a classic.  
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finished my introduction, I was left with 10 minutes left. I wrote so quickly that I thought my 

hand was going to fly off at the wrist. I need to watch the time without obsessing over it. 

Relaxation and concentration are the secrets to success, and I should master the two.  

Although I probably noticed that Hazlitt's structure was similar to Oppenheimer's structure (on 

what level of consciousness I noticed I'm not sure), I didn't use that knowledge to my advantage. 

As the saying goes, knowledge is power8. Under testing conditions, it tends to require more brain 

power to recall useful information. A little studying before the test date should push all that 

information to the front of my short-term memory lobe9 and make things easier. Before the 

practice exam I read the free response study guide but that was the full extent of me studying. 

Laziness prevailed. 

 Looking at the effective example, the 8, and then my own essay, I can see a lot more 

flaws. The obvious one is that I misread "want" as desire but other mistakes became apparent, 

too. I only included two rhetorical strategies, even though that was due to the time. My goal is to 

squeeze in three, to be on the safe side. I need to make sure that I connect the body paragraphs to 

my central theme. The first one had a connection but the second body paragraph had barely any 

connection to the thesis. The idea of the celebrity's glamorous lifestyle being described as a 

"constant distress of mind and fortune" is a strong one to pull from the text but I failed to explain 

how that example conveys his "gloomy view of the unhappiness the hunger for money inevitably 

leads to." Also, how does that example reveal Hazlitt's gloomy tone? Remember to pull specific 

words to support it. Diction and syntax create the tone of a paragraph or passage, and they need 

                                                            

8 How funny that this phrase comes up again. Knowledge is power in this case, but it isn’t always as I said before. 

9 Does it have a lobe of its own? I honestly have no clue what the brain anatomy is even remotely like. And due to 
some extreme procrastination/illness/work, I don’t exactly have the time to look it up.  
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to be pointed out. From the above example the word that creates a gloomy tone would be 

"distress." For syntax, I could've pointed out the juxtaposition of the famous celebrity and his/her 

misfortunes. The two are very contrasting and when imagining the life of a celebrity, I don't 

picture them being "assailed on every side with envy, back-biting, and falsehood." One more 

piece of evidence supporting the tone will create a stronger paragraph overall. Because I only 

used that one example of the celebrity, it seemed as if the paragraph dealt with the negatives of 

being a starlet, instead of the gloomy and negative tone of the passage. Isolating only one portion 

of the excerpt will leave me with a limited essay. For once I included many direct quotations 

which strengthened my essay. They give the essay an authentic feel and offers reassurance. It 

isn't just my word; I have textual evidence to back up my interpretation of Hazlitt's writing. The 

conclusion was unfurnished and hastily written but it sort of concluded the essay. Honestly, as 

long as I am able to develop some sort of summary, I will be happy.  

 I think it was clever of Mr. Eure10 to choose this certain passage because it was very 

challenging. I'm hoping that now that I've seen an unusually tough rhetorical analysis passage, 

other passages will come easier in comparison. The passage wasn't the most intriguing, although 

his language and structure is something I can learn from. The reason why I found it dull might be 

because as teenagers, most of us don't really need to worry about the "want of money." The times 

have changed a lot since the nineteenth-century, too.  

 
 
Synthesis: 

 Even before receiving my scores I felt I did quite well on this portion of the exam. A 

                                                            

10 Mr. Eure, you’re obviously going to read this but I put you in the 3rd person because I wasn’t sure if we were 
writing to you? I saw it more as writing to myself. This footnote is for you, though if you couldn’t already tell.  
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large chunk of first semester was spent discussing public education and we wrote at least two 

synthesis essays in and out of class. Not to mention the fact that the class was handed a whole 

period to annotate and process the sources. I was prepared for this. Planning is important for 

every essay, but it is especially essential when formulating a synthesis paper. I made sure that I 

chose what sources I wanted to synthesize and categorized them into the important factors they'll 

be supporting. Of course I did this after developing a central theme.  

 This doesn't really have that much to do with writing a synthesis paper, but in the 8 

example response, one piece really caught my eye. The last source, the cartoon, depicts a child 

watching TV in a dark room. The example essay used the cartoon differently than I did. I used 

the cartoon to reveal health problems that watching TV leads to, while this person noticed that 

the child was watching a nature program, stating how that was contradictory and ironic. Pictures 

and photos are the perfect sources to synthesize because everyone sees the same picture in 

different ways11. There is no such thing as misinterpretation. 

  As I mentioned before, the bulk of first semester prepared us for this essay. Just reading 

it, I can tell that this time, I took advantage of the knowledge gained in class. The first body 

paragraph is a prime example of this. The imaginary world created by small children reminds me 

of the discussions held in class, where we read over the Barbie12 article and Yes, Virginia article. 

This is how my thought process should be like for every single one of my essays. 

 The second paragraph was a step down from the first one, mainly because I tried using 

a factor I wasn't familiar with. I'm not sure what health problems watching TV or playing 

                                                            

11 You know what they say; a picture is worth a thousand words. 

12 On a side note, the Barbie article reminds me of the article we recently read in class, the Stephen King one. 
Remember how we discussed the Sims and how we like to kill people in the games? 
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videogames cause which resulted in broad generalizations and imprecise vocabulary like "mess 

with" and "harmful to eyes." I think I would've been better off with two important factors that I 

can explore in depth rather than adding a third, unfamiliar factor. 

 The third body paragraph brought about the biggest issue (you know13 what they say, 

save the best for last) concerning technology. It is revolutionizing the way we live- and for the 

worse, too. I wish I had more time to write this paragraph because it's such a hot issue. Do we 

want kids to be completely dependent upon modern technology? Should we take away the right 

to bring cell phones and iPods to school? You don't get to raise questions like these on a regents 

test14. 

 This conclusion is a step up from the rhetorical analysis but it still needs work. I only 

included the mental factor in my conclusion, and if I'm going to add one factor I should add in all 

three. The ending rhetorical question involves "ignorant adults and kids" even though ignorance 

was not discussed at all in the essay15. Don't bring in any new information into the conclusion. 

 I’m proud of this particular essay, and I know I can only improve from here on16. 

Obviously, we’re not going to get lucky and get a topic that we’ve heavily gone over in class, but 

I’m hoping that we’ve touched base on whatever topic we get for the real deal.  

 

 

 
                                                            

13 You know what they also say? Save the best for last.  

14 You don’t have to or get to raise any questions on the English regents. I wrote a bunch of words and still scored 
well. 

15 I probably added that in, subconsciously recalling the Francine Prose article.   

16 Well, I’m hoping that I only improve from here on. Unfortunately I don’t have that much self‐confidence. 
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General Argument: 

 I was dead at this point. I’m not sure why because that usually doesn’t happen to me, 

but I was too tired to worry about this essay. I definitely could’ve done better if I wasn’t in such 

low spirits.  

 Anyway, the general argument, for me is tough17. For my brain to begin kicking in to 

AP mode, it needs a little something to start it up18. With a general argument, I have to improvise 

and figure out a different way to start kicking it into gear. Also, I’m not that familiar with 

overseas aid organizations or even the process of donating. It was completely uncharted waters 

for me.  

 I have to say, though, despite my hardships writing the essay, it was the response that 

generated an authentic response. I could voice my views on what I considered a necessity and 

what I considered a luxury (I didn’t really do that but I could’ve). There was no misinterpreting 

or misreading; everything came from my own mind. It’s similar to the picture source I was 

talking about earlier. I only scored a 5 on the essay, but it was sort of exciting and relieving to 

know that I wasn’t one of those kids that only spit back exactly what they learned in class. I 

actually used my brain. Learning is pretty thrilling when it’s real learning.  

 The introduction I’m not going to nitpick at. All three responses had adequate 

approaches, and that’s unusual for me. My introductions, for the most part, stink19. They’re 

improving, and that’s all I want from myself, really. The first body paragraph, on the other hand, 

                                                            

17 Actually, anything that requires simultaneous thinking and writing is difficult for me. That’s why a timed essay is 
such a weakness. I can’t multitask very well, although according to Mr. Eure no one can really multitask.  

18 You know, like a passage or some sources.  

19 I think it described how I felt about my intros at the moment perfectly, so I’m not changing it. 
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I will nag at. The cellphone example is a strong one because it’s universal; everyone, or at least 

Singer’s audience, has a cellphone. However, it jumps from the cellphone example20 to the 

problem of not everyone caring about world issues too abruptly. It seems as if I cut myself off to 

start a new topic. The two problems don’t go together and shouldn’t have been put into one 

paragraph. The second body paragraph, the benefits, should’ve been put as the first body 

paragraph since I’m agreeing with the cons and not the pros. The essay would flow smoother if I 

did this. Again, I jumped from idea to idea too quickly; even though I’m in a rush to finish, I still 

need to be careful.  

 The indication of which position I found more persuasive was built into the conclusion. 

I did that due to the lack of time, but I don’t necessarily think it was a bad idea. It made 

concluding the essay much easier for me.  

 We read Singer’s solution in class after taking this exam and I found it both intriguing 

and scary. He is very brave to say such bold things in a world where people are basically born 

and bred in selfishness. His argument is solid, too and it even made me feel bad for those living 

in 3rd world countries. It wasn’t persuasive enough to change my mind, though. I don’t think an 

essay is enough to change anyone’s mind, unless they were on the brink of switching sides. It 

was scary because it forced me to take into consideration the lives of the downtrodden, the poor, 

and the deathly ill. Am I a bad person for not donating? I asked myself questions like this while 

reading it over at home and during class.  

 

 

                                                            

20 Can I just say that I cried over losing my cellphone? It was one of the toughest weeks to get through. That says 
something about modern technology.  
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The exam as a whole: 

 The process was a long, difficult one but I’m glad I got it over with. The actual test will 

obviously be more challenging but I have a feel of what it is going to be like and I know what I 

need to improve on. I know my strengths and weaknesses, and I can use this knowledge to help 

me improve. Not even just for this test, I want to improve the way I think, and the way I write, 

and the way I read. Before this class, when I read a book I didn’t read it wholly. Now, I can 

analyze his language and his tone and the way the writer structures his chapters21. It feels as if 

I’ve reached a whole new level of reading. Same with my writing skills, I write a lot easier. I 

take into consideration syntax and diction and grammar. The passages in both the multiple 

choice and rhetorical analysis were also, dare I say, fun to read. It’s a great feeling, walking into 

English class without wanting to walk right back out.  

 So thank you, AP Language and Composition (and Mr. Eure) for giving me the joy of 

learning.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                            

21 And without keeling over, wishing I was dead, either! It’s a miracle.  


